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3 Data Description 

The Taiwan’s stock market was established in 1961. This market has been 
developing during the rising economic period in Taiwan, and the total market value is 
ranked 22nd among the members of World Federation of Exchanges at the end of 2007. 
According to the data provided by Taiwan Stock Exchange, in 1973, the number of 
listed company was just 62 units, and the total amount of listed shares was only 2,127 
million. Besides, transaction in the Taiwan’s stock market was not active in the 
beginning. The market trading volume was less than 4000 million shares during the 
whole year in 1973, which generally implies that each share was traded twice in 
average. However, as the economic raises, market capitalization of individual 
company and number of listed companies grow up. Since 1992, the number of listed 
company exceeds 250 units, and the total listed shares exceed 70,000 million shares. 
Until the end of 2007, there are 698 companies listed in the TWSE market, and 546 
companies listed in the OTC market.  

In this study, both the TWSE and OTC listed stocks from 1992/1/1 to 2008/10/31 
are included. There are 4,393 daily and 202 monthly pieces of data across 1,244 
individual stocks. Individual daily listed stock returns (ri,d,t) and transaction volume 
(vi,d,t) data on Taiwan’s stock market are collected from THOMSON DATASTREAM 
Database. Return index formula constructed by DATASTREAM is reported at 
equation 11, and we reconstruct the return index formula to the daily return formula at 
equation 12. Securities transaction volume (vi,d,t) is always expressed in thousands. 
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Where: tdiRI ,, = return index of stock i on day d in month t,  tdiRI ,1, −  = return 
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index on previous day d-1,  tdiPI ,,  = price index on day d,  tdiDY ,,  = dividend yield 

% on day d, N = number of working days in the year (taken to be 260) 

The TAIEX index compiled by Taiwan Stock Exchange is the market-weighted 
portfolio, and is used to construct the market return (rm) in this study. The TAIEX or 
TSEC Index is a market capitalization weighted index of all listed common shares and 
index securities traded on the Taiwan Stock Exchange. The base date is 1966 with a 
base value of 100. The average monthly saving interest rate of five big commercial 
banks compiled by the Central Bank of Taiwan indicates the risk-free rate (rf ). The 
market return minus the risk-free rate represents market premium and the market risk 
factor (MKT).  

In order to construct the other risk factors of Fama-French asset pricing models, 
the size proxy, market capitalization and the book value to market value ratio are 
employed as well. The market capitalization on DATASTREAM database is the share 
price multiplied by the number of ordinary shares in issue. The amount in issue is 
updated whenever new tranches of stock are issued or after a capital change. The book 
value to market value ratio is defined as the balance sheet value of the ordinary 
(common) equity in the company divided by the market value of the ordinary 
(common) equity. 

Following the Fama-French model (1993), each stock is cataloged as either Big 
size or Small size portfolio by its market capitalization, and also cataloged as either 
High book-to-market value, Medium book-to-market value, or Low book-to-market 
value portfolio by its book-to-market value. As a result, six portfolios are identified, 
those being BH (Big size and High book-to-market value portfolio), BM (Big size and 
Medium book-to-market value portfolio), BL (Big size and Low book-to-market value 
portfolio), SH, SM, and SL. Each portfolio is re-sorted on an annual basis.  

The HML risk factor and the SMB risk factor are constructed as equation 12 and 
13： 
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where HSr /  is the monthly return of portfolio with small size and high B/M ratio 
stocks, HBr /  is the monthly return of portfolio with big size and high B/M ratio stocks, 
and LSr /  , LBr /  , MSr /  , MBr /  are defined as so on. 

The idea behind Fama-French factor is to measure the risk premium by 
subtracting the average higher returns (companies with higher exposure) to the 
average lower returns (companies with lower exposure). The HML factor tries to 
capture the value stock effect, which means that companies with higher 
book-to-market ratio (value stock) have higher return than those with lower ratio 
(growth stock). Similarly, SMB factor captures the small-firm effect, which implies 
that smaller size companies have higher return than larger size ones.  

4 Market-wide Liquidity and Illiquidity:  

4.1 Empirical Features 

The systematic order-flow liquidity measure2 (Pastor and Stambaugh Liquidity 
Measure) and systematic illiquidity measure3 (Amihud Illiquidity Measure) are 
constructed by using data of the Taiwan’s stock market, and the summary statics is 
indicated in TABLE II.  

It is obviously shown that order-flow liquidity measure has opposite sign to 
illiquidity measure. The mean of order-flow liquidity measure is negative (-0.0020), 
but it is positive for illiquidity measure (0.0268). It is natural that Amihud’s illiquidity 
measure is positive due to that the absolute price impact is used to construct this  

                                                 
2 The systematic order-flow liquidity measure is ∑
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